
Nexis Uni® for Public Libraries

Public libraries play an important role in communities 
the world over—from contributing to educational 
advancement of young scholars to empowering adult 
patrons in their professional pursuits. And because public 
library patrons’ ages—and needs—vary so greatly, you 
need a research platform that delivers a streamlined 
experience that users prefer, whether they are 18 or 80 
years old. 

Meet Nexis Uni®, an intuitive research platform that 
connects your patrons to a comprehensive range of 
sources designed to meet a wide variety of research needs.

Make Research  
Easier for Your  
Library Patrons

Very well done. Nexis Uni 

was understandable for me, 

despite having only a basic, 

beginning knowledge of this 

type of database.

2020 CODIE JUDGE



Discovery made simple with Nexis Uni

Nexis Uni is much more than a research database; it delivers a digital research experience that your library patrons 
will appreciate. Nexis Uni can deliver measurable advantages for your library.

Research starts at the big search box, a familiar experience for anyone who has used Google. It’s ideal for novice 
researchers, offering natural language search across the entire content collection.

CITATION-WORTHY CONTENT

Nexis Uni delivers unmatched depth and quality when it comes to content. With more than 15,000 news, legal and 
business sources, Nexis Uni helps library patrons conduct research for a wide variety of use cases, including: 

• Preparing for job interviews by reviewing detailed 
company profiles and industry overviews

• Conducting SWOT analysis to identify potential 
business opportunities

• Reviewing corporate financial data, SEC documents 
and news to inform investment decisions

• Staying informed with access to local, regional, 
national and international news

• Researching legal cases, statutes and patents data to 
support innovation and small business development

news, legal and business  
sources in one place

U.S. Supreme Court  
decisions since 1790

Information on more than 
240 million U.S. and international 
companies and 75 million executives



About Nexis Solutions

Nexis Solutions, a division of LexisNexis® Legal & Professional, helps academic and public libraries alike provide an 
easy-to-use digital research platform that users want—and we don’t stop there. We are constantly innovating to 
ensure library patrons around the world have access to comprehensive sources via outstanding search technology, 
along with customer success teams to ensure you have the world-class support you need to gain maximum 
insights—and value—from our solutions.  

Connect with us to unlock the potential of Nexis Uni for your library patrons. 
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Empower Library Patrons with Nexis Uni 
INTUITIVE DISCOVERY

The big search box sets the stage, but Nexis Uni offers other distinctive ways for library patrons to find the 
information they need.

• Predictive search function suggests likely sources 
or keywords as terms are typed into the search box, 
making Nexis Uni easy to use at any skill level.

• Results filtering allows library patrons to quickly drill 
down to highly relevant results based on location, 
publication type, subject, industry, geography or 
timeline.

By providing library patrons with a research solution that addresses their preferences and provides access to vetted, 
comprehensive content, you empower them to explore opportunities, achieve goals and contribute to the community 
in untold ways.

Learn more

 LexisNexis.com/NexisUni

 1-888-466-3947

 @NexisSolutions

  Business Blog

Nexis Uni has earned a spot as a  
2019 & 2020 CODiE Award Finalist

Best Library Reference or  
Educational Database

https://LexisNexis.com/NexisUni
https://twitter.com/NexisSolutions
https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/BusinessBlog

